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This worksheet refers to your WHY and your WHATs. Your WHY in business is 
the reason that you do what you do – your motivation, your mission. 

Your WHATs are your products and services. You can use this for mapping your 
existing WHATs, or new ones that you would like to introduce. 

Map out your ideas using the steps below for EACH of your top three WHATs in turn. This process 
will help you identify how realistic it is to proceed with each WHAT at this point, and where the gaps 
are in terms of support and expertise you might need to bring it to life.

(1) In the centre of a horizontal (landscape) page draw a circle and write the name of your
 WHAT inside. (You can print and use the page overleaf to do this. Print a separate copy  
 for each of your top three WHATs.) 
 For example, you might write ‘cycle shop and organic café’.

(2) Draw spokes going off from this to name all the money-generating possibilities for   
      that WHAT. 
 In our example we might label the spokes ‘on-premises daily catering’, ‘on premises  
 special events’, ‘off-premises catering’, ‘cycle repair station’, ‘sale of bicycle accessories’,               
 ‘guided group rideouts’, ‘sale of own-label cycle clothing’, etc.

(3) From each spoke draw more spokes highlighting the different characteristics or   
      ‘features’ of each money-generating possibility. 
 For example — ‘free wi-fi in the café’.

(4) Then add a further layer of spokes identifying the benefits of each characteristic 
  For example — ‘helps keen cyclists meet like-minded people’.

(5) You could even go a step further and jot down specific marketing ideas around each feature              
 and benefit.

Repeat this for your top three WHATs, then lay them all out in front of you and highlight what areas 
are most strongly and clearly connected to your WHY.

Now take a different coloured pen and make notes about where the gaps are — in expertise,  
delivery method, funding, etc — in order to bring that WHAT to life, along with ideas of how you 
could fill those gaps. For example, perhaps you don’t want to become a manufacturer of cycle  
accessories, so you would need to partner with a cycle accessories brand whose ethos fits with yours.
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Which of my top three WHATs looks the ‘busiest’ (where I have frantically sketched out many details)? 

Which one is most strongly connected to my WHY? 

Which one has the most gaps? (Be aware that having gaps doesn’t have to be a bad thing — for example  
partnering with another company to fill an identified gap could bring you interesting new opportunities).

What impact might those gaps have on the speed at which I can bring each WHAT to life? 

What would the day-to-day of each WHAT look like for me? Have I glamourised what it might be like, or have I 
really thought what I will actually be spending my time doing in order to bring it to life?

 
 
 
 
Tuning into your intuition, which WHAT do you feel really good about, and which is the least interesting? If you 
want to ditch or park one it isn’t too late. Just pick another from the many ideas you have generated and run 
through this exercise again.
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IT ISN’T 
‘WOO-WOO’

IT’S SERIOUS BUSINESS
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The Business Soul Sessions is a 
manual for building a bigger business 
while building a happier life. 

A life that allows you to do what you love, 
contribute to the world, and make profits 
you can be proud of.

GREATER IMPACT 1

SERIOUS PROFITS2

$$$

EXPLOSIVE GROWTH3

 SESSIONSTHE BUSINESS SOUL

A REVOLUTIONARY APPROACH TO
BUSINESS 
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Find out more and get started
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